**Directions**

**From Dublin**
M50 southbound, follow Wicklow N11, Remain on N11 until exit for Rathnew/Ashford/Wicklow. (roughly 47kms)

At Rathnew turn right at small roundabout taking the R752 signposted Glenealy/Rathdrum

After Glenealy village which is small, (just one church, pub, and shop) continue along straight road past housing estate, school, nursery)

Road begins to bend. You take right turn onto the L2116, just before road continues under a railway bridge.

Carraig Dulra is 1.4 miles on this road beyond most houses: The road gets windy and there are signs noting the small stream on left is Gleneally’s water supply. You will see a sign that indicates a left turn is coming up. Our entrance is opposite the left turn itself (not the sign for it). We share the entrance with a house entrance on the right. Carraig Dulra is through the field gate on left and at the top of the hill through another gate. Please re-close gates if they are closed. Parking is at the top.

**From Carlow** (possibly easier through Carlow for those from Clare, Tipp, Limerick etc.) via Mountrath, Abbyleix, then:

Carlow
Tullow
Shillelagh
Tinahely
Aughrim
Ballinclash
Go through or past Rathdrum then take road to right for Glenealy R752 (signposted Wicklow Town)
After about 5miles you will see turns on right signposted to Sharpshill Animal Santuary and Deputy’s Pass. Then you will pass under the railway bridge. Slow to take the first turn leftonto the L2116, which is straight after the bridge.

Carraig Dulra is 1.4 miles on this road beyond most houses: The road gets windy and there are signs noting the small stream on left is Gleneally’s water supply. You will see a sign that indicates a left turn is coming up. Our entrance is opposite the left turn itself (not the sign for it). We share the entrance with a house entrance on the right Carraig Dulra is through the field gate on left and at the top of the hill through another gate. Parking is at the top.

**From Cork via Waterford** travelling south on N11
Second Rathnew/Wicklow/Ashford exit off the N11 then continue as above but turning right over dual-carriageway for Rathnew.

**If you can’t find us:** (087) 222 3412 / (086) 806 9289

**On-line maps**
On this one it shows the overview.
http://www.viamichelin.com/viamichelin/gbr/dyn/controller/Maps
Our road is a turn off the Rathnew-Rathrum road (the R752)
http://www.visitwicklow.ie/interactiveMap.htm